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Risk exposure increased exponentially in the telecommunications, energy and  
cable (TEC) markets in 2005. In part, this was due to an increasing breadth and  
depth of products offered by market leaders, a push to maximize the value of 
customer relationships and skyrocketing energy prices. Risk and collections 
managers in the TEC space have never been under more pressure to minimize  
their company’s exposure to, and financial loss from, bad debt.

Understanding consumer payment behavior is one of the keys to better managing 
this exposure. Experian® has conducted the following analysis to address a common 
question: Does consumer payment behavior toward TEC companies differ from their 
behavior toward other types of credit grantors?

Not surprisingly, the answer for a majority of consumers is “yes.” The study revealed 
some noteworthy indications that consumer payment choices can be polarized 
between TEC and other credit grantors. The study also showed that consumers with 
TEC payment issues may have access to payment through other types of credit.

Methodology

This study was conducted using September 2005 credit data of approximately 3.2 
million consumers by randomly sampling consumer payment performance behavior. 
However, consumers were selected only if Experian had telecommunications, energy 
or cable payment performance data for that particular consumer. This is logical, as 
the study shows the differences in consumer behavior as it relates to TEC providers 
and all other types of credit grantors.

There is an unavoidable selection bias in this study because there is more  
negative than positive consumer payment performance data reported by  
TEC companies, relative to other data contributors. 
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Derogatory payment behavior: TEC versus  
other credit grantors
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Figure 1 — Consumer payment issues  
(30 days or more past due) on TEC and other trades

As Figure 1 summarizes, the study found that a majority of consumers had some 
sort of payment performance issue (at least 30 days past due) in the past 12 months. 
More than 10 percent had payment performance issues with both TEC and at least 
one other type of credit grantor.

Almost 28 percent of the population had no performance issue with their TEC 
credit grantors, but they did have some payment issue with another type of credit 
grantor. For 16.91 percent the opposite was true: They had performance issues only 
with their TEC credit grantors. Interestingly, that means that 44.68 percent of 
the total population polarized: They chose either to pay their TEC bills or their 
other bills. Of the segment that is having some type of credit payment issue, this 
polarization accounts for 81.50 percent.

This indicates that consumers may be making a choice about the priority of their 
bills and treating TEC companies differently than other types of credit grantors.
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Figure 2 — Consumer payment issues  
(30 days or more past due) on TEC and bankcards 

Figure 2 refines the previous comparison by breaking down the “other types  
of credit grantors” into one specific subsegment: credit card issuers. This  
data indicates that while we continue to have polarization between TEC  
and card issuers, more consumers are choosing to pay their card bills  
before their TEC obligations.

Because we looked at more narrowly defined credit data — bankcards — we see 
that more consumers (60.04 percent) had no performance issues with their card  
or TEC credit grantors. Almost 5 percent had some performance issue with both. 
The remaining 35.23 percent (or 88.16 percent of all consumers with payment 
issues) polarized toward either a bankcard or a TEC issue. This time, however,  
more had payment issues with TEC than they did with bankcards.

As with Figure 1, this indicates that consumers polarize toward paying one type 
of credit grantor over another. In this case, however, more consumers chose to pay 
their bankcards before their TEC bills.

For TEC creditors, this suggests that consumers with payment performance issues 
may have some ability to pay, as they appear to be prioritizing their payments. This 
hypothesis is reinforced by the following results.
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Severe derogatory performance — TEC versus other 
credit grantors

We further segmented our population by examining consumers with severe 
derogatory payment performance. For the purpose of this study, that is defined 
as those consumers who were at least 90 days past due with at least one of their 
credit grantors, TEC or otherwise. The purpose of doing this is to capture those 
consumers who are likely to be having trouble meeting their credit obligations. 
Again, we find polarization of consumer behavior, i.e., selecting to pay TEC  
or other credit grantors:

• 52.2 percent had no severe payment issues

• 7.52 percent had severe payment issues with both TEC and other credit grantors

• 22.41 percent had severe payment issues only with non-TEC credit grantors

• 17.87 percent had severe payment issues with TEC credit grantors

Moreover, consumers who had 90 days or more past-due payment performance 
behavior also exhibited some other interesting characteristics, as indicated in  
Figure 3:
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Figure 3 — Credit characteristics of severely derogatory consumers
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The data has been further broken down in Figure 3 into two mutually exclusive 
groups: consumers with severe TEC payment issues and consumers who have 
severe payment issues with non-TEC credit grantors, the “general population.”

This analysis indicates that consumers with TEC credit issues may have some 
other access to credit or ability to pay their TEC bills. The TEC population has 
almost six other credit tradelines on file, while the general population has fewer 
than three. The TEC group also has, on average, fewer than five credit cards, while 
the general population has fewer than two.

In addition to access to other credit sources, the TEC population appears to have 
fewer creditors waiting in line. Only about one out of every two consumers in the 
TEC population has another severely derogatory creditor, while consumers in the 
general population have one and a half each.

Implications for TEC credit grantors

Several observations can be made from this analysis of TEC consumer  
payment performance data, as well as the related consumer performance  
with other credit grantors:

•  Consumers who are exhibiting derogatory payment behavior tend to polarize 
toward either their TEC credit grantors or other types of credit grantors. As 
this is also true for severe derogatory information, this could indicate that 
consumers are actively prioritizing TEC bills against other credit grantors.

•  Given that consumers are prioritizing their bills, consumers may have other 
credit that they could access. 

•  This access to credit hypothesis is further confirmed by the number of other 
credit sources — and little other bad debt — for consumers with severely 
derogatory TEC tradelines.

The conclusion that consumers who are having trouble paying their TEC obligations 
may have access to other forms of credit is important for collection managers 
in particular. By segmenting a portfolio of debtors, they may be able to tap into 
alternative sources of credit.

Segmentation and predictive modeling tools can determine the ability to pay, 
prioritize and even identify the most effective channel of contact. This study 
suggests that these tools may be highly effective in the TEC markets.
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